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in 2004, electronic arts released a free promotion of the command & conquer series entitled command & conquer: red alert 3. the promotion offered free downloads of
the game for mac os x, windows xp, and windows 2000. in addition, a player could win one million of the promotional credits (which were obtained through the

promotion's "clan" game) in order to receive an advance copy of the game. however, to win the credits, players had to engage in a series of matches to play against the
computer ai. the number of matches a player won against the ai would increase his or her total credits. while the promotion was good for the game's development, it also

caused confusion among players who were unaware that the promotion was a promotional opportunity and not an actual title in development. in 2004, electronic arts
released command & conquer: red alert 3 for mac os x, windows xp, and windows 2000. this version of the game was set in the future, where tiberium was created by the

scrin and is now a corrupting influence in the world. the player takes control of the global defense initiative to reclaim the earth from the scrin and their allies. on
september 14, 2004, electronic arts announced that it was moving the game's development from westwood studios to ea los angeles. this was a major development as

the company's "westwood studios" were already working on the star wars: the clone wars series. ea also confirmed that the new game would use the same interface
system and units from the command & conquer series. the only significant change was that the final game would be known as command & conquer: yuri's revenge to

avoid confusion with the 2004 red alert 3 promotion. ea would make a patch to the final product to correct an error which did not allow the player to order nuclear strikes.
the final game was released on october 20, 2004.
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the command and conquer 3 team is working very hard to deliver the most immersive and exciting online
experience ever. the team at westwood has been hard at work preparing for the launch of c&c generals, a

major update to the classic and highly acclaimed c&c series. the new version of command & conquer:
tiberian sun was released and can be found on the red alert 20th anniversary web site. it is free and takes
advantage of modern dvd playback hardware. watch a video demo. the forums are a great place to go for

help with your command and conquer game. there are different sections for gameplay, gameplay mods, file
sharing, and so on. if you need help creating mods, you can find help here. the ability to save games is

different for command and conquer games. the only way to save a game is to exit and enter the console (the
command line) and type in "save". you can also set up different save games for different games in the same
command and conquer installation. the original command & conquer series was always a multiplayer game,
but the older series were also well-suited for single-player campaign. the command & conquer remake, as a
single player game, is single player campaign. it is a remake of the command & conquer standalone game:

command & conquer: tiberian sun. the game was originally released on december 8th, 2004, as a
standalone pc game and a dos port, and it was later re-released for the xbox in 2006. while the game's story
is an interesting, if not wholly original one, the gameplay is very similar to the original command & conquer

by westwood/ea, with a few variations. the variation is the omission of the very resource-hungry base
building, which makes sense considering the game's focus on more of the solo aspects. the missions are
simple enough to be played as a single-player, if you'd rather not have anyone else around. 5ec8ef588b
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